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the fatxplorer team has released a 1.0 version of the software. this is the first version to support the
original xbox. the original xbox hard drive format is the same as the xbox 360 hard drive format and
it also works with windows xp and vista. it is designed for copying the contents of one hdd to another

and it also works with a pc. so, connect the xbox 360 hard disk case to the transfer cable and plug
the usb cable into your pc. fatxplorer should then detect the device to read the xbox 360 files on
windows. a fatxplorer serial trail version is also available. its a serial number that will allow you to
convert fatxplorer serial trail version to full software. the next major version of fatxplorer v2.6, will
support original xbox storage devices. but from what i can see no other pc software can do this, is

this in fact the case xbox 360 modding tools escort, fatxplorer v2.5 (64bit)- xbox 360 modding tool,
escort in xbox 360 modding tools. it is designed for copying the contents of one hdd to another and it
also works with a pc. so, connect the xbox 360 hard disk case to the transfer cable and plug the usb
cable into your pc. fatxplorer should then detect the device to read the xbox 360 files on windows.

the fatxplorer team has released a 1.0 version of the software. this is the first version to support the
original xbox. the original xbox hard drive format is the same as the xbox 360 hard drive format and

it also works with windows xp and vista. a native xbox one drive explorer and manager, the
fatxplorer is a simple, fast, and safe way to quickly and easily view, copy, and move data from your

xbox one s. this utility is a must for anyone who is planning to purchase an xbox one s, either
through the regular xbox one s preorder or the xbox one s preorder on the microsoft store.
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